
 

 

BARRINGTON MIDDLE SCHOOL BUILDING COMMITTEE 

BARRINGTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS 

BARRINGTON, RI 02806 

 
Minutes of the Building Committee meeting – 09/17/2018 

 

Present were Mr. Zawatsky, Mr. Guida, Ms. Clancy, Dr. Anderson, Mr. Brenner, Mr. Fahey, Mr. 

Feeney, Mr. Finn, Mr. Fiore, Mr. Hervey, Mr. Learned Mr. Primiano (Town Council Liaison) 

and Mr. Terrell. Absent Ms. Jacobs. 

 

Also present were the Owner’s Project Manager, Christian Rubeck of Peregrine, and Larry Trim 

of Kaestle Boos Architects. 

 

 Mr. Guida called the meeting to order at 7:01 p.m. 

 

 Mr. Zawatsky made a motion to approve the minutes of August 16 2018. Ms. Clancy 

seconded the motion. The motion to approve the minutes passed with Mr. Fahey, Mr. 

Feeney and Mr. Terrell abstaining. 
 

 Mr. Guida introduced Ms. Maraidh Thomson and Ms. Deb Isdale from the Middle School 

PTO to discuss a Brick Fundraiser. Ms. Thomson has asked the Committee for approval 

to start a brick fundraiser starting October 1 to December 31, 2018. The fundraiser would 

sell bricks for the front pathway to the community for $50.00 a brick. The community 

would get two engraved options on the bricks. The team has worked closely with Mr. 

Trim of Kaestle Boos. 
 

 Mr. Trim explained to the Committee that they came up with a design for under the main 

canopy to incorporate the brick with the pavers. There is space for approximately 1500 

bricks.  
 

 Mr. Zawatsky asked if this is in the base price or will this cost the Town extra money to 

replace the pavers with the bricks as the bricks are being sold. 
 

 Mr. Trim stated that his initial conversation with Brait, they did not feel that there would 

be a cost difference with the installation of the brick although there are more units. The 

forming might be a little more expensive because you would need another topping 

poured. 
 

 Ms. Thomson stated that the fundraiser will be run in a timeframe so that all the bricks 

would be bought and delivered for when the contractor is ready to install them. 
 



 

 

  Mr. Zawatsky asked Ms. Thomson and Ms. Isdale is they feel that they could sell 1500 

bricks in the timeframe that they are suggesting. 
 

 Ms. Thomson stated that their goal will be to sell 1500, however, they are aiming to sell 

between 500 – 750 bricks. They also feel that in talking to people of the community that 

they will have a positive response to the fundraiser. 
 

 Mr. Zawatsky questioned Mr. Trim about the location of the bricks in regards to the 

snowplowing, snow removal, and all the other long term life cycle operational aspects of 

front entry maintenance and repair. 
 

 Mr. Trim feels that because the campaign will end before the holiday season the 

contractor will be able to do a more robust installation. 
 

 Mr. Fahey stated that he feels that the aesthetics would be totally unacceptable. 
 

  Mr. Zawatsky asked Mr. Trim if there were alternate locations for the bricks to be 

placed. 
 

 Mr. Trim stated that this was the only location suggested because of the product that was 

being placed there. 
 

 Mr. Fahey felt that if there was a less obtrusive location it would be more acceptable to 

him. He doesn’t feel the front entrance is a good location. 
 

 Mr. Zawatsky also felt that the decision to have this fundraiser is not really a decision for 

the Building Committee but for the Administration. 
 

 Mr. Messore stated that because the building design was involved that this should come 

to the Building Committee to let the Committee know that there is a proposed project so 

that we can get feedback from the members of the Committee.  
 

 Mr. Zawatsky stated that he is not opposed to the fundraiser concept, however, he would 

like to see a full presentation as to what this will look like, where it will be located and 

how it will fit in with the aesthetics on where the location is. Also, what the long term life 

cycle operational aspects are. He has seen these types of bricks deteriorate at a much 

higher rate than the adjacent surfaces so he has a number of concerns long term. 
 



 

 

 Mr. Brenner thinks this is a good idea and a good fundraiser. You see these types of 

bricks at a lot of venues. (YMCA, Citizens Building, walkway at Tennis Hall of Fame) 

However, they are not usually at the front entrances. They are usually off to the side. He 

feels that Mr. Fahey’s comment is a good one. He feels that with a little more thought we 

can come up with a location that will be better. He also feels, although, it is not a huge 

fundraiser it is something that will support some important actives at the school. 
 

 Mr. Zawatsky asked to table this discussion until the next Building Committee meeting 

on October 15th. At that time, he would like KBA and the team to identify alternate 

locations and to send their recommendations to the Administration. 
 

 Mr. Messore suggested that KBA ask Brait Building, along with Mr. Tavares, as to their 

recommendations on where the location should be for the bricks. He agrees that you 

don’t usually see these type of brick at the front entrance of a building. 
 

 

OPM Report 

 

 Mr. Rubeck reported that the project is approximately 39% completed as of the end of 

August. Brickwork is complete on the West Side of Building B and the window 

installation is in process. Sheetrock installation has begun on the third floor and the 

building envelope is expected to be completed by the end of September. 

 

 The exterior lighting is being installed and they are continuing grading around the 

building. The work in the auditorium is continuing with steel, formed wall and slab and 

they are installing brick at the Administration area walls. 

 

 Building B is continuing with brickwork, windows, framing and sheetrock of interior 

walls. The rough-in work for mechanical and plumbing is continuing in Building C and 

Building D starting the frame and sheathing of the exterior walls and building the non-

load bearing block walls. 

 

 Mr. Zawatsky asked if there had been any lost work injuries on this project. 

 

 Mr. Rubeck stated that there was a worker that was taken off site a few weeks ago from 

heat exhaustion. This has been the only incident of injury. 

 

 Mr. Zawatsky also asked if OSHA has visited the site. 

 

 Mr. Rubeck was not sure and stated he would follow up on whether OSHA has visited 

the site and report back to the Committee. 

 



 

 

 Mr. Rubeck reviewed the total project budget for the Committee. 

 

Change Orders 

 

 The following change orders were presented for informational purposes only to the 

Committee. These are all under the threshold for Committee approval. 

 

 Change Order #5 – Water Main & Water/Fire Service. This change was directed by 

Bristol County Water Authority.  

 

 Mr. Zawatsky questioned whether the work for the water main was coming out of an 

allowance. Mr. Rubeck confirmed that it was. Mr. Zawatsky also asked if the cost of a 

bond was included in it. Mr. Zawatsky further stated that if there is a change order that is 

being generated for which we are applying the cost against the allowance it is his 

recommendation to Mr. Fiore that he not sign the change order if there is a bond included 

in it. At the end of the project, he understands that there will be a full reconciliation of 

bond costs, however, he feels that if the bond is included in change order #5 it constitutes 

“double dipping”. 

 

 Mr. Rubeck stated that he would have change order #5 adjusted and then reissued. 

 

 Change Order #6 – Granite Curb Stop – Mr. Zawatsky stated that change order #6 cannot 

be signed until the paperwork for change order #5 is corrected.  

 

 Change Order #7 – Lump-Sum for Asbestos Removal. Mr. Zawatsky asked to table the 

discussion of this change order until the Peregrine Group senior management team 

submit written recommendation regarding this credit. Mr. Zawatsky doesn’t feel we have 

enough information with which to affirmatively or otherwise vote on this change order. 

We don’t know what is included in this credit or what it not included.  

 

 Mr. Brenner agrees with Mr. Zawatsky’s recommendation. It was Mr. Brenner’s 

understanding from our last meeting that the Committee would receive a more robust 

analysis as to whether the OPM was recommending or not recommending what Brait is 

proposing. 

 

 Mr. Fahey brought to the attention of Mr. Rubeck that there was a mathematical error of 

the Asbestos report. The report’s figures were $2,266,000 less $140,000 = $2,216,000 

and should read $2,266,000 less $140,000 = $2,126,000.  

 

Security Update  
 

 A peer review from Secure Our City was presented and the OPM has received comments 

back from GGD. These were given to Secure Our City. The OPM are waiting for the final 



 

 

corrections and answers based on the proposal and will then give the proposal to BBC for 

pricing. 

 

 The OPM is working with KBA on a path forward for review and interface. 

 

 Mr. Zawatsky asked what the hold up on presenting the change order for the School 

Guard glazing.  

 

 Mr. Rubeck spoke to Bob Brait to see what his follow up was. They presented a number 

to KBA and KBA came back stating that that was too much and asked them to revise the 

number. We are awaiting the revised number. 

 

 Mr. Zawatsky ask KBA what the basis of their comments that it was too much. 

 

 Mr. Trim stated that it was the unit cost from the vendor that provides the glass. 

 

 The School Guard glazing will be installed at the vestibules at the front and back of the 

gallery, and at the entrance to the cafeteria. 

 

 Mr. Messore asked if all the doors are being filmed. 

 

 Mr. Trim stated that the exterior glazing is high impact glazing which provides some 

resistance but not as much as the School Guard glass. 

 

 Mr. Zawatsky confirmed with Mr. Trim that the team will come back to the Committee 

once the security design is completed and identify all the change order requests for the 

upgraded security system. This work will be supplementing, modifying, adjusting and 

replacing work that the district has already bought. 

 

 Mr. Guida asked Mr. Trim if he has a sense on what the additional cost will be for the 

upgraded security system. 

 

 Mr. Trim stated that the only one that he has a sense of the cost would be for the mass 

notification system. There are two different mass notification designs proposed for the 

project. Swapping the strobes with a single strobe that is a white light and the other 

option, which is a more expensive option, is to add an amber light so you can 

differentiate between the different threats. 

 

 Mr. Guida asked if there is some idea from Secure our City package what the costs will 

be. Ms. Clancy stated that she thought there was a deadline on when he was going to get 

the information to us. Mr. Rubeck stated that the deadline has passed. 

 

 Mr. Brenner stated that he doesn’t feel that we should allow any of these things to delay 

the project. The schedule is very tight. Also, there is the cost that the Committee will 



 

 

need to make a decision on, however, if we don’t get the information there could be a 

delay. 

 

 Mr. Zawatsky stated that he feels that the security plans are about 95% complete. The 

original design was submitted to Administration. Administration reviewed it and gave 

some feedback. He feels that we are really only talking about the last 2% of the design. 

However, the design was going to KBA to present it to GGD. KBA and GGD are still the 

engineer of record on this project.  

 

 Mr. Rubeck stated that that part is done that they are just waiting for Secure our City 

responses. 

 

 This will then go out for pricing. 

 

 Mr. Guida feels it is important to give the Committee an idea on how much the new 

design could be.  

 

 Mr. Feeney asked if the Committee would be able vote on each item as to the cost and 

impact for the project. 

 

 Mr. Zawatsky gave an example of the card access system was $4,000 to $6,000 for each 

of the other school buildings in the district and about $10,000 for the brains at the Middle 

School. It was felt that this was a reasonable order of magnitude for upgrading the card 

access system from the old key span system to the latest and greatest system. We were 

also told that they would be replacing the three cameras with one camera which would be 

some savings there but then they needed to be raised up higher and there was some extra 

cost there. 

 

 Ms. Clancy has asked that whoever needs to be at the next meeting (GGD and Secure our 

City) be invited so that if the Committee has questions they will be able to answer the 

questions that night and the decisions can be made that night on how to move forward. 

 

 Mr. Rubeck presented a letter from Brait Builders regarding the concern with the water 

and moisture management during construction. Also, in the letter Brait addressed the 

electrical code concerns. (See Attached). 

 

 Mr. Rubeck also commented that there has been a request from the Administration to add 

windows in the main office. Mr. Messore stated that there are some questions that they 

would like to ask the architect before they comment on the windows request. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

KBA Report  

 

 Mr. Trim reported that at the last meeting of the FF&E team they finalized the selection 

of furniture and they are revising the budget estimates based on the selection. They have 

begun developing the bidding documents for the furniture. 

 

 Ms. Clancy asked KBA if a presentation on what has been selected will be made to the 

Committee. 

 

 Mr. Trim stated that once the budget is put together he would be happy to do a 

presentation. This would give the Committee a look at the selection along with the cost 

that is associated with the selection. 

 

 The Technology procurement meeting is scheduled for the 25th. EDvance has arranged a 

sample projector installation for the 24th. 

 

 KBA spoke to RIDE to see if there were additional incentive points available if a 

community could utilize existing photo voltaic overlay. RIDE is reviewing the 

requirements and will get back to KBA 

 

 Mr. Zawatsky stated that there was discussion at earlier meetings regarding elimination 

of the electric vehicle charging stations. Mr. Zawatsky would like to know the status of 

the discussion. 

 

 Mr. Trim issued proposal results that meets the requirement but KBA has not received a 

response yet. 

 

 Mr. Zawatsky asked Mr. Trim why would we eliminated the NE-CHP requirement to the 

project and the community. 

 

 Mr. Trim stated that he felt it was just a choice from the District. The management of the 

system was a concern. Mr. Trim stated once the proposal is ready he will bring it to the 

Committee and discuss what the advantages and disadvantages are. 

 

 The next meeting is scheduled for Monday, October 15, 2018 at 7:00 p.m. 

 

 A motion was made by Mr. Fahey to adjourn the meeting. Seconded by Mr. Fiore. The 

meeting adjourned at 8:31 p.m. 

 

  



 

 

 


